RYAN AVIATION RECRUITMENT
SMART SOLUTION FOR YOUR RECRUITMENT NEEDS
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Welcome
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TO RYAN AVIATION.

A global leader of contract
aviation recruitment.
Ryan Aviation formed by
industry professionals.
We provide a
comprehensive list of
services to our clients
and candidates within
the aviation field.
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Mission Statement.
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we are comitted to providing
high quality service to meet
the specific requirements of
our clients in this
volatile environment.
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Recruitment
The Aviation industry is changing and airlines
require greater exibility regarding its
employees. Candidate’s views regarding the
industry are also changing and our research
shows quality of life and time at home is
diminishing in today’s working patterns.
By combining both the requirements of the client
and the candidate we believe we can provide a
cost effective and unilateral quality environment
for companies and individuals to thrive.

Services
Ryan Aviation has built up a database of
professional flight deck crew who are current,
available and understand what is involved in the
successful completion of a contract agreement.
This willingness and understanding gives the
client an invaluable crew member who will
immediately fit into their organisation. Crew will
be monitored on a regular basis to ensure a
smooth transition into their new assignment
which in turn relieves your HR department of
increased workload for additional crew
members. A stream of current professional and
referenced checked crew across all aircraft types
allows fast and efficient dispatch.

•TRI/TRE’s

Each candidate on our database is current
on their licenced aircraft type.
A current medical certificate and OPC/LPC
are assured. Qualifications are subject to
meet your requirements.

•Aircraft ferry &
Delivery flights

•Captains
•Senior First Officers
•First Officers
•Flight Engineers
•Ground Engineers
•Cabin Crew
•Executive &
Operations
Personnel
•Aviation
Consultancy

Ryan Aviation - The SMART solution for
your recruitment needs:
Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic, Time-Bound.
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Ryan Aviation
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& BAA Training.

Ryan Aviation is
delighted to offer our
clients & candidates the
following courses in
co-operation with
BAA Training.
Type Rating
Training Organisation
(TRTO) EASA approved
Other Approvals Russia, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine I, Ukraine II-III,
Tajikistan, Belarus,
Kyrgyzstan, Jordan, Kenya,
Nepal I, Nepal II, Nepal III,
Nepal IV, Seychelles, Laos,
Botswana, Tanzania.

Type Rating Training courses are
available for the following aircraft
families:
•Airbus 319/320/321 - Type Rating;
•Airbus A330 - Type Rating;
•Airbus A340 - Type Rating;
•B737 CL/NG - Type Rating’
•B747-400 - Type Rating;
•B757 / B767 - Type Rating;
•B777 - Type Rating;
•CRJ-100/200 - Type Rating;
•CRJ 700/900 - Type Rating;
•DHC-8 - Type Rating;
•Embraer 145 - Type Rating;
•Embraer 170 - Type Rating;
•Embraer 190 - Type Rating;
•Saab 340 - Type Rating;
•Saab 2000 - Type Rating;
•ATR 42 - Type Rating;
•ATR 72 - Type Rating;
•Mi8 - Type Rating.
•Zero Flight time training (ZFTT)
•Base training
•Line training
•TRI/SFI training
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Cabin Crew
Training:

Other courses:

•How to become a flight cabin
crew attendant.
•Cabin crew initial training
•Cabin crew type training

•Dangerous goods
•Ditching procedures training
•MCC (Multi-Crew Co-operation) training
•Real fire fighting & smoke course training
•EU ops 1 & JAR-FCL 1
•First Aid training
•Emergency & safety equipment training
•CRM (Crew Resource Management)
•Flight dispatchers training
•Upgrade to captain course simulator

All training is carried out in co-operation with
BAA Training.
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Technical Maintenance
Training.
EASA PART 147 Certified Aircraft
Maintenance Training is conducted in
FL Technics Training centre.

Courses are in line with the international quality
and procedural standards for the training of
maintenance personnel as laid down in EASA
PART-66 and cover all modules required for the
issue of Category B1.1 licences.FL Technics
Training offers:
•Training modules for Category B1.1
•Training books for Category B1.1
•Review before examination for Category B1.1
•Examination for any modules required for obtaining
Category B1.1
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Aircraft type training

EASA PART–147 approved Aircraft Type Training
courses at FL Technics Training contain
theoretical and structured practical training on
the aircraft fuselage, engines and components.
FL Technics Training are able to offer trainings for
diverse aircraft types:

•Boeing 737 - 200
•Boeing 737 - 300/400/500
•Boeing 737 - 600/700/800/900
•Boeing 757 - 200
•Boeing 767 - 200/300
•Saab 340
•Saab 2000
•ATR 42/72
•Airbus A318/319/320/321
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Ferry Flight service -

Ryan Aviation, a global leader in Aviation
Recruitment, is now offering Ferry Flight and
Aircraft Delivery Services. We offer a truly
unparallelled service which is seamlessly
delivered. Our technical knowledge and
experience, combined with in house
Management pilots & Airline post holders
across all major aircraft types, reflects our
ability to deliver on time and on budget.
Safety is key, and clients can be assured that
adherence to current legislation & SOP’s is a
primary focus within our daily operation.
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Our experience
across commercial and
business aviation, our
dedicated Ferry Flight
Department provides
365 days a year 24/7
on hand assistance for:

•Aircraft delivery flight
•Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) compliant
service for all relevant ferry flights
•Over flight / landing permissions
•Ground handling
•Positioning flights
•Acceptance or Demonstration flights
•Post-Maintenance test flights
•Observation flights

We can provide flight deck crew only
or full project management for the
ferry flight to ensure that aircraft are
delivered as per your requirements.
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What our Clients say -

Aviation is a team of professionals providing
“ Ryan
services for our company for the past 2 years. As a
customer we are mostly happy for their proactive,
positive and flexible attitude towards recruiting.”
Avion Express.

has been a privilege to work with the Ryan Aviation
“ ItRecruitment
Team since July 2010 on Flight Crew
Resourcing duties. Thank you for all the support and
assistance given"
SriLankan Airlines.
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Some of
Our Clients 1.

Blue Air

5.

Air Astana

2.

Avion Express

6.

Wizz Air

3.

SriLankan Airlines

7.

Small Planet

4.

Xiamen Airlines

8.

Cebu Pacific
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My experience with Ryan Aviation has been top
notch, which is why I am happy to sign another
contract this year”

A320 First Officer //
Gregor Siljan -

“
I applied as a first officer with Ryan Aviation in
2016, signing the contract was easy and without
any hassle, straight forward. Since that day, my
business with Ryan Aviation is effortless, my
monthly payment always comes on time without
a single exception. The employees are friendly
and approachable, always willing to help with
any issue that might arise within the aviation
business. For me, communicating with Ryan
Aviation is like communicating with friends I
have never met.
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B737 NG First Officer //
Andrea Colnaghi -

“
Working and cooperating with you has been
and incredible journey and an absolute
pleasure for me. With you I found courtesy
and a high level of passion in aviation. I have
been treated in the best possible way and I will
always be thankful to you. I hope we’ll have
the opportunity to co-operate together again
in the future”
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“
It was an absolute pleasure to work with you,
and I really hope we have the opportunity to
work together again in the future. If I can ever
be of any assistance to you in the future do not
hesitate to contact me anytime. Thanks once
again for a chance to work with you. I remain
available at your disposal”

B737NG Captain //
Iavor Alexov - Blue Air
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Falko Regional
Aircraft Ltd.

“
Falko chooses Ryan Aviation when conducting
Ferry flights across the globe to our customers.
We are extremely happy with their professional,
efficient and on time service which is paramount
for us and our business. We look forward to our
continued co-operation”
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New Services Ryan Aviation is pleased to offer a proven solution to your Flight
Operations Management requirements. Our dedicated personnel have
many years of experience and expertise in delivering the following services:

• Initial AOC setup.
• AOC area extension.
• Operations Manual production
/ Updating / Optimisation.
• Safety Management.
• Compliance Monitoring.
• Airfield Assessment.
• Production / review of airfield
briefings.
• Complete CRM Training
solutions.

To date we have worked with industry leaders
delivering excellence within these areas.
Contact us for further details flightopsmanagment@ryanaviation.net
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WWW.RYANAVIATION.NET

Ryan Aviation Ltd.
Unit 40, Lough Sheever Corporate Park,
Robinstown, Mullingar,
Co. Westmeath, Republic of Ireland
T - +353 (0) 4493 30330
F - +353 (0) 4493 40340
E - info@ryanaviation.net

